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Risk Consulting
Building confidence for performance
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With strong market presence, our Risk 
Consulting is well positioned to help 
companies manage their key risks so 
that they can confidently focus on 
achieving key business objectives  
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In an increasingly competitive business landscape, 
companies are strained to successfully manage a 
challenging array of risks. Today's stakeholders - including 
shareholders, customers, and employees - expect high 
standards of consistent business performance. 

Along with every risk comes opportunity. Leading 
organizations carefully assess and evaluate their portfolio 
of risks and allocate appropriate resources to manage their 
key risks more effectively than competitors do. Effective 
and consistent risk management and internal audit give 
companies and the employees the confidence to focus on 
achieving organization's key business objectives.

Crowe’s Risk Consulting service has gained a strong 
reputation in helping large Indonesian telecom operators, 
listed in the US stock exchange, in Sarbanes Oxley 
compliance, Indonesia state-owned energy and utilities 
companies to transform their Internal Audit function in line 
with a world class internal audit practices and helping 
Indonesia’s largest banks in ensuring their core system 
implementation.
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Our Services

Internal Audit

• Startup & Development Advice
• Co-sourcing and Outsourcing
• Technology & Tool Implementation
• Internal Audit Transformation
• Quality Assurance Reviews
• Data Mining & Analytics
• Sarbanes Oxley Compliance
• Operational Audit, including Distribution Channel Reviews,

Vendor and Other Third Party Audits, and Revenue Assurance

Risk Management

• ERM Maturity Assessment
• GCG Assessment
• Fraud Risk Management
• Supplier Risk Management
• Program Risk Management
• Risk Analytics
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Center for Investment and 
Business Advisory

Cyber 2 Tower Blok X-5 
Kuningan Timur, Setiabudi RT.7/
RW.2 Kuningan Timur Jakarta 
Selatan DKI Jakarta 12950 

Office: +62 21 25535600

About Us

Crowe Indonesia was initially founded as CBA Consulting Group in 
2003 by several senior Partners from the largest professional 
service firm in Indonesia at that time.
The group has grown tremendously into one of the largest 
professional service firms in Indonesia providing high-quality audit 
& assurance, tax and business advisory and corporate finance 
services such as financial advisory, due diligence and valuation in 
Indonesia. 
It is currently supported by more than 500 professional staffs and 
servicing around 800 clients in Indonesia.




